
Third Quarter 2020 Key Investment Themes
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• Global equity markets continued to experience a broadly 
synchronized recovery in the third quarter with most segments 
generating mid-single digit returns. Once again, US large cap 
shares in general, and the growth style in particular, set the pace 
for the quarter. Though less-so, mid-cap, small-cap, and 
international equities all saw gains during the quarter.

• In September, following the S&P 500’s rise of 60% in less than six 
months, stocks saw a deep pullback. Equities had been extended 
short-term, and rising investor complacency made markets 
vulnerable to a setback. The pullback has served to reset some of 
the excesses in price, sentiment, and valuation.

• Treasury yields remained relatively constant and range-bound for 
the third quarter. By the end of August, investment grade and 
high yield corporate bond spreads narrowed significantly from 
their peaks in March to near record lows at the end of August, 
though some spread widening occurred in September, modestly 
reflecting the uncertainty surrounding the aforementioned uneven 
economic recovery, the trajectory of the pandemic, and the 
upcoming election.

• In August, the Federal Reserve shifted its policy framework to 
target an average inflation rate of 2%, and projected that the Fed 
Funds Rate would stay in a zero-bound until at least 2023.

• 2020 continues to offer up surprises, including a once-in-a-

generation pandemic, a sharp recession, mass protests, and an 
election that once again feels like the most important one of a 
lifetime. The nomination for the Supreme Court seat has only 
added to the political divide. And October kicked off with the 
unexpected news that the US President tested positive for COVID-

19. The election is set to remain front and center. Short-term 
changes in global equity market leadership are likely to continue.
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